Use the letters of the terms in the Word Banks to complete the sentences.

A. adaptation  B. camouflage  C. environment
                D. mimicry  E. shelter

_____  1. Everything around an animal, including its predators, is part of the animal's ______.

_____  2. When a predator comes near, animals often seek _____.

_____  3. Some animals just stay very still because they use _____ to help them to hide from the predator.

_____  4. Some animals depend on _____ to escape attack.

_____  5. These "look-alikes" look like other animals that their predators avoid.
6. A behavior that is not learned is called an _____.

7. One example of a behavior that is not learned is _____, or a long period of deep sleep.

8. During this sleep, the animal needs less _____ than when it is awake.

9. Another example of these unlearned behaviors is _____ or the movement of a group of animals to another region and back.

10. Both of these behaviors usually occur in places that have cold _____.
Write the letter of the best choice.

_____ 11. This seasonal change also causes some insects and other animals to go through _____, or a series of changes from egg to adult.

   A. metamorphosis
   B. hibernation

_____ 12. When one animal looks like another to protect itself, this adaptation is called _____.

   A. migration
   B. mimicry

_____ 13. The young of many insects and amphibians change to adults by going through a process called _____.

   A. metamorphosis
   B. instinct